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ABSTRACT 

MFA 

 

Sarah Zuckerman, Fathoms 

George Mason University, 2016 

Thesis Director: Helen Frederick 

 

Fingertip to fingertip, 

I stretch my arms to their fullest extension, 

this length, this beginning to an embrace, 

is a fathom. 

 

A fathom measures depth 

as a line cast into the sea 

slips through the stratum below. 

 

It is enveloped by darkness 

as it sinks to the ocean floor. 

 

Beyond a six fathom drop 

everything is lost. 
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The response of the line 

to the touch of my fingers, 

the response of my fingers 

to the resiliency of the line. 

Copper curves form  

Intuitive configurations. 

 

Particles catch in these arcing lines 

of ebbing corporeal mass. 

Remnants accumulate 

amidst the ritual of tides. 

 

Vestiges of light shift quickly, 

I trace their forms. 

 

Elemental atrophy releases 

echoes held in the recesses 

of copper residue. 

 

Lengsel is the length of longing. 

The reach to something that 

cannot be grasped. 

Something beyond the sixth fathom. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

This thesis examines my time in graduate school: the origins of my concepts, the 

interests that prompted my research and actions, and the influences that motivated my 

work. Many of these things started in youth, growing up next to water, but also next to 

the dense growth of the woods. I was prompted to explore my surroundings and to 

examine life and death in the natural world. Also, it is clear that my attentiveness to 

pattern and rhythm came from the nature that surrounded me: the chorus of the peepers 

and bullfrogs, the curved lines of the vines that climbed the trees, and the exposed 

intricate roots of the pines were all a part of the vocabulary I gathered.  

As long as I can remember I have been fascinated with the history of my family 

and my matrilineal roots that came from Norway. The otherworldliness of the land where 

my ancestors resided, the language they spoke, and the idea of a place that could be in 

total light and near total darkness during different seasons were all intriguing. The loss of 

the family connection to this place led me to an excursion in 2011 in an attempt to 

understand it for myself, through my own experiences.  

The mixture of my interests in nature and the influence of my experiences through 

travel led to my investigations of concepts of line in space, motion as measurement, and 

personal narrative. Through my research as an artist I have begun to discover ways of 

communicating these ideas through my work.  
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CHAPTER TWO: MONOPRINTS  

The first pieces I began to work on upon starting graduate school were 

monoprints. Monoprinting is the first type of printmaking I did in my undergraduate work 

and it is something I come back to time and again to get my hands moving and to work 

on ideas. Some of the first works I looked at that I was excited about once starting my 

classes were monoprints by Koichi Yamamoto. Specifically, there were works made 

using large sweeping gestures of a roller and in movements that were very memorable. 

The prints resemble landscape and seascape but have an atmosphere of intense depth and 

of a place that may or may not be real. In an effort to emulate his mark making I began to 

make prints with a large roller and heavily modified inks. I found that once I began 

seeing how this ink moved I was drawn to play with it in a different way. In a few of 

them I also used found line and, once it was dragged through ink, I laid it across the 

Plexiglas and printed it. This was an interruption in the space but also a capture of line, a 

drawing that was more reactionary which became a touchstone in many of my works to 

follow.  

In later prints I also began to print, through solar plate and photogravure, 

photographic images from photos I took while in Norway for a residency in 2011. 

Examining these images through new means and overlaying them with drawing helped 

me to examine the landscape of Norway and the period of time that I spent there.  
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Figure 1 Untitled, Monoprint, 22"x30", 2013 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Mirage, Monoprint, 22"x30", 2013 
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Figure 3 Rainy Night House, Solar Plate Print, 7.5”x10”, 2013 
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CHAPTER THREE: GATHERING SPACE 

After completing my first semester of graduate school I felt a little lost. I had 

begun making prints, and learned some new processes with the Navigation print artist 

Lothar Osterburg, but I still felt unsure about what I was doing. Winter break came and 

without any classes to attend or a need to be anywhere in particular I went to the space at 

the ArtLab in the Lorton Workhouse with some yarn and a video I had seen online of 

someone making scarves through the process of “arm-knitting.” The movement of the 

person in the online video tutorial was interesting, and having started to do some arm 

knitting myself, the movement and feel of it made sense to me, but the scale of scarves 

seemed too small for the output I was able to make. In the ArtLab, without a complete 

plan in mind I decided I was going to create an installation with line and movement. 

Leaving the parameters open gave me the opportunity to use the process as my ideology. 

The measure of my arms would effect the looping measure of the knit, the amount I could 

make in a day would effect my pace, and the amount I could make over the course of the 

one month period I inhabited this space would effect the outcome. I soon became adept at 

arm knitting and found the process contemplative. It was a motion that became like 

walking. It was more of a wandering walk than a walk that was strictly a movement 

towards something. I let myself play. I dropped stitches from my arms until there were 

only a few and would build them back up again until the stitches ran up to my elbows. As 
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I knit the material would gather in my lap. After hours of knitting I would stand up and 

move to see the shape of what I had just knit. With this new length I would survey my 

surroundings and begin to draw with the new strip I had made. Sometimes this would 

incorporate moving other portions to correspond to what I had made. I suspended pieces 

from the ceiling, tacked some to the walls, and let some of the material lay on the floor. 

After a few weeks I found that I was stretching myself into the surrounding space. The 

circumference of my arms extended throughout the space and since it was on all sides, it 

held those who came in and viewed it.  

The piece also became a performance for those who watched while I worked. 

Mostly likened to a spider, the whole of the structure could move while I knit or placed 

hefts of material. This interaction was a first for me as I usually worked behind closed 

doors or in print studios with other artists. In the end the piece was received differently, 

some thought it imposing and would not step foot in the area while others found it 

inviting, like a nest, something intimate and warm. I found myself thinking the latter. 

When I was done knitting, the piece was gathering the space around it, holding it in 

place, as though held in my expanded body gestures.  
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Figure 4 Gathering Space, Installation Image 1, 2014  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Gathering Space, Installation Image 2, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Gathering Space, Installation Image 3, 2014 
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Figure 7 Gathering Space, Installation Image 4, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Gathering Space, Installation Image 5, 2014 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONSTRUCTIONS 

In the spring semester of 2014 I participated in a class called Constructions, led 

by Professor Helen Frederick, in which we examined papermaking, form, print, 

installation, and performance. In this class I really began to see paper as more than just a 

substrate for prints. This was an important discovery for me to make as it informed all of 

the work I made from this class forward. I began to create hand formed sheets, which I 

embedded various found lines, not unlike the way I use thread or string in my 

monoprints. The dimensionality, while still being a drawn element or line in space was 

something I had explored in “Gathering Space,” but the way the paper held the line once 

I placed it became important in the ways I would incorporate these materials into later 

pieces. Through exploring paper in this way I became fascinated with the flax due to its 

ability to shrink and wrap around or adhere to materials dipped in it.  

I began creating forms that were reminiscent of the growth in the swamp next to 

where I was raised. The flax was a substance that really felt as though it were from that 

place, and these pieces were small glimpses into the memories I had of that place 

translated with new materials. These tests incorporated different ways of drying the hand 

formed paper and then ways of changing it once it had dried including dipping it in wax, 

sewing into it, stacking and re-dipping pieces into beaten fiber. Doing these works helped 

me build a vocabulary for using paper as a medium. 
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In the drawing “Float,” I decided to try to denote a passing of time. This was a 

process of trying to capture something that is ephemeral. In this drawing I would choose 

a moment in the day when I wanted to draw something that I was thinking about and 

drew it on the paper. I repeated this process for twenty days, making a small notation in 

the bottom left of the paper each time I made a drawing to keep track of the days. I left 

the amount of days open so I could think of this as a composition, leaving myself room to 

react to other drawings and the surface of the paper, but also stop when I felt the drawing 

was done. The hand formed paper became a sculptural element and more integrated into 

the work rather than just a substrate. Also the denotation of time through drawings was an 

interesting way to capture the motion of a measurement in a way that differs from 

counting and the linear thought of a clock or calendar.  

The work “Hold” is composed of nine sequential flax sheets, hand formed and 

dried over stuffed gloves. This work presents a narrative between hands and therefore 

between people. There is a single hand in the first sheet and then through the next few 

sheets there are two hands intermingled in different holds. Near the end of the sequence it 

becomes difficult to tell if there is more than one hand. The last sheet clearly shows the 

fingertips of a hand as though it is being pulled upward, away from the sheet. The flax 

becomes a skin, more than a simple surface, and the pulls and puckers of the dried paper 

emphasize movement. This piece created a narrative in a sequence but also helped me 

work through materiality.  
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Figure 9 Untitled, Paper, Linen Thread, and Wax, 2014 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Pods, Paper, Linen Thread, and Wax, 2014 
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Figure 11 Float, Pencil Drawing on Hand Formed Paper, 33.5”x42”, 2014 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 Hold, Nine Hand Formed Flax Sheets, 2014 
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CHAPTER FIVE: FISKEHJELL 54 STONES 

I am the last woman in a matrilineal line coming from Norway. My grandmother 

was born in Tønsberg in 1918 and emigrated to the United States in the mid 1920’s. She 

told me many stories about Norway, but what I remember being drawn to were the 

occurrences that seemed other worldly: the northern lights and the midnight sun. My 

grandmother promised to take me with her on one of her return visits to Norway when I 

was old enough, but passed away before we were able to go. My mother passed away 

three years later, and because of these losses I decided I needed to go and see the place 

where my family came from.  

In the summer of 2011, I traveled to Svolvær, Norway for a residency at 

Kunstnerhuset i Lofoten. A few days into my residency, I travelled to Eggum and sat near 

the edge of a piece of land that dropped steeply to the beach below. From that perch I 

watched the midnight sun sink toward the water and rise back up with out ever touching 

the sea. In that moment I felt like my grandmother was there with me, watching the 

stories she told me come to life before my eyes. I wanted to continue to experience the 

midnight sun, so as part of my studio practice I took nightly walks on Svinøya, the island 

my studio was located on. I would walk along paths that wove around and through tens of 

fish racks (or fiskehjell as I later learned) and led to a point at the end of the island where 

there was a statue called Fiskerkona: the fisherman’s wife. The Fiskerkona raised her arm 
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to wave goodbye to those going out to sea and to greet those coming home. The fish 

racks, bathed in the pink and orange midnight light, reminded me of shelters I would 

make for myself in the woods near my parents house when I was a child. They were 

similar in shape and I felt the same gut sensation inside the fiskehjell as I did in my 

makeshift shelters: while they were moveable they also felt safe like a home. Of course 

the shelters I made were much smaller than the Norwegian fish racks, no taller than my 

height at any age that I would make one.  

After my month-long residency, I travelled south and visited the town where my 

grandmother spent the early years of her childhood. With some research and good luck, I 

found relatives that still lived nearby; they showed me the street where my grandmother’s 

childhood home was located, Bulls Gate, and the graveyard where many of my deceased 

family members were buried in Undrumsdal.  

After a few weeks in Tønsberg, where I traversed the city paths by foot 

wondering if my grandmother walked the same places I did, I flew west and stayed in 

Bergen where I hiked to the top of Fløyen and walked around the city. On my last night 

in Norway, I sat near the top of Fløyen and watched the sun hide behind one of the 

surrounding fjords, my time with the midnight sun was over. 

Shortly after returning from Norway, I moved to Northern Virginia, away from 

my childhood home in Massachusetts. I left behind the places that were important to me, 

like Our Lady of Fatima Shrine, a place my mother took me when I was younger, that her 

mother took her when she was younger. I believe it is one of the largest rosaries in the 

world, containing 54 boulders in the inner circle that reach at least waist height, 
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connected by dark blue linked chains, each individual chain link the size of my forearm. 

In my youth, I thought this place was a playground, I didn’t understand the ritual of a 

rosary because I was not raised Catholic, but my mother took me there regularly and I 

grew up walking around that rosary.  

In Arlington, Virginia, I felt complete displacement: I was separated from the 

family and friends I grew up with and from my own childhood home. Because of this 

feeling of loss I created an artwork about my time in Norway and the strong sense of 

home I had there, reflecting on the midnight walks through the fish racks. My piece 

“Fiskehjell: 54 Stones” explored the structure of the fish racks and connected it with the 

stones of the shrine my mother took me to as a child. The structure was made of bamboo 

I found in Northern Virginia that was secured together with twine. The finished structure, 

the height and width I determined based on my own height, was covered in fist sized flax 

paper constructions along with three larger paper constructions the shape of a sphere and 

sized about two feet in diameter nearly the measure of an embrace. Each hung as a point 

in a triangular formation around the fish rack structure. I collected fifty-four stones from 

the immediate area, washed and covered half of them in red clay in a performance that 

meditated on loss and the ritual of water, tides, and the movement of the midnight sun. I 

carried the slip-covered stones in my lap and placed half of them in a line going through 

the fish rack. The other half, I did not wash but placed in a triangle through movements 

that stretched the extent to which my body could reach. The liquids in the bowls I 

returned to the earth.  
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The experience of the midnight sun in Svolvær, Norway continues to impact how 

I create work, integrating the land my family came from and a place where I feel I can 

continue to feel their presence. In this way the land itself has become my ancestor, and 

provides experiences that I can continue to investigate in my interests in motion and 

measure. 
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Figure 13 Fiskejell 1 Lofoten, Norway, Digital Image, 2011 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14 Fiskejell 2 Lofoten, Norway, Digital Image, 2011 
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Figure 15 Fiskehjell: 54 Stones, Installation Image 1, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16 Fiskehjell: 54 Stones, Installation Image 2, 2014 
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Figure 17 Fiskehjell: 54 Stones, Installation Image 3, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Fiskehjell: 54 Stones, Installation Image 4, 2014 
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CHAPTER SIX: POPULATIC 

“Populatic,” (referring to the name of the swamp I grew up with), is composed of 

dozens of circles made of hand formed pigmented flax paper. Many of these pieces are 

embedded with a magnet and because of this, can stick to each other and other 

magnetized surfaces. They can reside on the wall or the floor and are also connected 

together with wire dipped in flax. Included in this work were constructions of small, fist-

sized orbs containing flax-dipped line of various colors. As they progressed, the works 

began to create an environment that presented the viewer with a fiction-like reality. The 

pieces themselves were fun, brightly colored works, reminiscent of childhood colors but 

also colors that can come from the earth.  

In thinking about the distance of time, I explored what happens to a remembered 

space from the time you engage with it until the time you remember it again; not what 

happens physically, but rather how it changes in your memory. So there is play, memory, 

displacement, longing, and change embedded within a nostalgic place that is meant for 

exploration, child-like wonder, and tranquility. The realm of memory and experience in 

this work engages in the sometimes-uneasy edge of recognition and its residing 

alienation.  

It was also important to me that I write about the experience of the swamp and 

present it with the installation. I wrote the following as an adult remembering what it was 
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like to like to traverse the swamp, allowing an entry point for the viewer through the eyes 

of a child: 

“The 5-gallon white paint bucket is covered in gritty, slimy mud and filled with 

pulsing, bellowing, sage green bodies. Specks of algae cling to the insides of the bucket 

and are washed away to the bottom as the 9-year-old girl grasps the hefty swishing 

treasure trove of caught frogs. She makes her way into the denser woods of the swamp, 

where the frogs wait in abundance. She shifts around the poison ivy, scratches past the 

thorns, sloshes through outlying puddles; this is her utopia. With just her bucket, hands 

and trusty cat, she wanders through this place of wonder and magic. The chatter, trill, 

and warble of the birds’ mixes with the chug-o-rum and croaks of the amphibians, 

amongst the ever present whine of mosquitoes. Shoots of teal seedlings stretch toward the 

sun, the older moss and olive green vines coat the trees. The rose purple clover flowers 

weave through the girl’s hair, separating her from the verdigris surroundings. 

The Bullfrogs move impatiently in their temporary bucket-home, waiting for their 

inevitable release to nature. Their toes, like her mother’s sewing pins, pawing over each 

other’s cocoa eyes and mottled amber thighs. Their slick olivine skin camouflages them 

to the muddled swamp waters, but their tendency to lurk near the perimeter makes them 

simpler to spot. There is an art to catching Bullfrogs; you can’t just chase them wildly. 

Sitting in at least a foot of water, if you splash your way in, they will swim away with 

ease. Tentatively the girl steps one foot in and watches her shoe slowly flow over with the 

malachite swamp water. Her other foot joins carefully, slightly in front. No sound or 

ripple can emanate from these steps. The girl goes up passed her ankles, her shoes 
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soaked now, the water saturates her socks and creeps between her toes. She doesn’t 

mind, but her mother will. Deliberately she bends her knees and angles herself just above 

the frog, paying homage to its massive frame for just for a moment. Then there is no time 

for hesitation, hands plunge, and sleeves soak; tiny groping fingers angle and contort to 

capture but not hurt the beast. She holds her hands a second longer under the water and 

finally breaks the surface, handling the coveted prize”. 

 

 

Figure 19 Populatic, Installation Image 1, 2014 
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Figure 20 Populatic, Installation Image 2, 2014 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21 Populatic, Installation Image 3, 2014 
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Figure 22 Populatic, Installation Image 4, 2014 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: EMERGENCE 

In previous works I have used copper, but only as a plate to print from. Similar to 

how paper went from the invisible carrier of a print to a sculptural medium, copper 

became a medium as well. I discovered copper wire during a sculpture class while taking 

apart a broken lamp. Determined to completely disassemble the lamp I began to strip the 

cord and found the thin coiled copped wire inside. When I took the copper wire out I 

immediately began wrapping it around my fingers and holding it to the light. Then when I 

started to weave it together, it seemed to be meant to exist that way. The pieces were 

small, delicate, in scale to my hand – I began to see them as something that could be 

holding something, or where a transformation had taken place but they were the remnants 

left behind, like a cocoon of a urodidae moth.  

After starting simple weaves that required just crossing the wires over each other 

and connecting them like creating a linked fence, I began to look into other ways to 

weave. Through this research I found a weave called a Viking Knit. This weave focused 

on aspects of copper wire I liked; flexibility, curved lines, and malleability even once 

knit. I began to create small pieces employing the Viking Knit and eventually created a 

piece about thirteen inches tall, which resembled a type of underwater creature or sea 

anemone. The Viking Knit allowed it to have the strength to stand and move as well. 
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With this new piece I cast shadows and videoed the results, playing with the cast line on 

the wall as a moveable line and a drawing.  

As I really began to understand what the wire could do as a line, I started to create 

pieces built from a more intuitive weave rather than a weave that was already created, 

such as a traditional knit or Viking weave. I was able to viscerally explore the line 

element this way. I created a work composed of these flat weaves, reminiscent of flora or 

dragonfly wing patterns. I pinned these to the wall in a circle that measured eight by eight 

feet. The copper wire also lent itself as a line that, while it was certainly present, had a 

way of being not present as well due to its delicacy and interplay between positive and 

negative space. The title emergence came from this idea; something coming into being 

from where it was not before. 

I began to use some of these pieces as print matrices. I would press the copper 

into foam core through the press and either print what I had rolled or then offset print 

from the roller. The line became more present in the prints and I tried to recreate the 

etherealness of the copper line with the offset prints, printing the actual line, and creating 

silkscreen prints from the woven lines as well. In the end, I found the explorations helped 

me investigate space relations of the pieces through multiple colors and juxtaposition 

experiments.   

 In screenprints made the previous year, I had also begun to explore the idea of 

overlapping with repetitive shapes, line, and form. The intersections of this imagery 

helped to develop the language I would use in further explorations of two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional works. These prints, “Untitled” and “Untitled II,” were the 
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beginnings of the line that would eventually become the copper lines dipper in flax in the 

piece “Ritual of Tides,” as well they would inform the mark making in the shadow 

drawings in “Echoes.” These pieces were created by exposing one line drawing to a 

screen and printing it over and over in different shades of blue ink. The drawing then 

appeared to be growing due to this repetition and the intersections of the shapes and lines.  
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Figure 23 Untitled, Copper Wire Sculpture, 2015 

 

 

 
Figure 24 Emergence, Installation Image 1, 2015 
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Figure 25 Emergence II, Monoprint, 22”x30”, 2015 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26 Fluid, Monoprint, 22”x30”, 2015 
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Figure 27 Untitled, Screenprint, 30”x44”, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28 Untitled II, Screenprint, 30”x44”, 2014 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: SEELEN 

Throughout my time in the Master of Fine Arts program at George Mason 

University, I have shifted between creating two- and three-dimensional artwork. The 

work I saw in Berlin deepened my interest in constructing installations, which influenced 

what I created in the pivotal year leading up to my thesis exhibition. I was intrigued by 

the Tomás Saraceno installation in the Boros Collection, created of cables installed like 

spider webs throughout the space; one could walk around the piece and engage with it but 

also view it as a line drawing in space. I was drawn to Michael Beutler’s experimental 

and in-process use of the space in his installation at the Hamburger Banhof. Further, the 

Black Mountain exhibit at the Hamburger Bahnhof was exciting to see; I was especially 

interested in a work by Ruth Asawa, created of wire, which made a direct impact on my 

own wire works. In Ruth Asawa’s work I really saw the transformation of line from the 

flat surface of drawings to the dimensional. She produced works that captured an essence 

of things that were living combined with shape, form, and composition of artworks. Her 

ability to work with wire, the beautiful pieces she created, and how they played with light 

were very integral in my research to using copper wire for my own forms. There is no 

substitute for experiencing installations and artworks in person. Berlin provided an 

atmosphere full of energy and amazing art that I have carried with me since. 
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During study abroad we went to Venice and I was able to attend the Venice Biennale, 

which was full of a variety of amazing works that I continued to think about after leaving. 

The work “108 pound rosa damascena” by herman de vries, captured my attention 

immediately upon entering the space; it was a large circle on the floor composed on 

rosebuds. The ritual of the work intrigued me, a mass of small pieces coming together to 

create a perfect circle. His exploration of repetition and the beauty of everyday objects 

and activities played a large part in the making of work for Fathoms. It also reminded me 

of the work “Norfolk Flint Circle” by Richard Long that I had seen at the Hirshhorn. I 

was immediately intrigued by his balance between nature, humans, and ideas like line 

and circle, which I found related to the work by herman de vries. I was also struck by the 

installation “Haruspex” by Elpida Hadzi-Vasileva in the Holy See Pavilion. This work, 

created with unusual materials such as pig intestine lining and cow stomach showed a 

pull between what repels and protects; the work surrounded the viewer and was created 

of flesh but was also encompassing and beautiful in its execution. These ideas became 

important when thinking about my suspended pieces “Ritual of Tides” in my thesis 

exhibit Fathoms.  

 During my residency in Berlin I created a body of works titled “Seelen”. Using 

copper I brought from home as well as wire purchased while I was there, I found I 

wanted to weave pieces using my own body as the measurement. I would start the pieces 

adhered to the floor and weave upwards around my legs. I felt the need to capture myself 

at that moment, but only to a certain point and then work the weave to create, in the end 

an open feeling form, not unlike a blooming flower. Seelen means souls in German, and 
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while I traveled I found that I was attracted to the history of the area and the immense 

feeling of moments when you feel the weight of what has happened in a place. In 

“Seelen” these ideas are explored through the use of my body as measure, a repeated 

shape which catches, holds, and brings in the installation multiple intersecting lines that 

interplay with the negative shadows they create. 

 

 

 
Figure 29 Seelen, Copper Wire Installation, 2015 
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CHAPTER NINE: 29CU 

“29Cu,” the table element name of Copper, was an investigation into copper and 

how it related to my body. The process became the ideology of this piece; during the 

creation of this piece I wrote this concerning the process: 

“I pull the copper wire from its spool and measure the length of my reach from 

fingertip to fingertip across my chest. I make an indentation in the wire with the tip of my 

index finger as a marker, relax my arms, and cut the wire. I repeat this motion twelve 

times. Pull, measure, mark, cut, pull, measure, mark, cut - until I have enough pieces of 

wire to attach to the growing form. I twist the tail ends of the copper wire extending from 

the form with the newly cut pieces. Twist, twist, twist, twist, twist – every piece of copper 

is now extended by the length of my reach. Now I weave these together. I bring two 

adjacent pieces of wire together and twist them at their intersection; I do this to the next 

adjacent two wires, and the next until I have completed a row. Then I work back, along 

that row, adding a new line of winding copper wires. Sometimes the knit wire is very 

close together, leaving room for only a finger or two to fit into the resulting diamond 

shape; sometimes it is looser and leaves enough space for my arm to reach through. Each 

is a measurement of me: pulled, measured, marked, cut, twisted, and wound into a 

structure. Once I knit together all the cut measurements of wire I repeat the process 

again”.  
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Here I began to use the fathom measure without completely realizing what it was. 

I was relating to the numeral 29, being the number of electrons the element copper has, 

but also the number of years I was about to reach. It seemed to me as though copper and I 

had a lot in common, and as a result I began to feel I could use it through multiple modes 

of making. The videos I took of my process for “29Cu” were very important as they 

emphasized the movement that you did not necessarily see being made in the piece. Also 

I was able to see how this movement was similar to the movement I had made while 

creating my first installation in the same space nearly two years previously through 

“Gathering Space.” While there was a repetition and a length of me being put together 

and suspended into space, “29Cu” showed much more intention than “Gathering Space” 

had. It was with this intention that I started to create the work that would ultimately make 

up my thesis exhibition. 
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Figure 30 29Cu, Copper Wire Installation, 2015 
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CHAPTER TEN: FATHOMS 

I was first really struck by the idea of the motion of measurement in the exhibit 

“Yes, No, Maybe: Artists Working at Crown Point Press” at the National Gallery of Art 

in Washington, D.C (September 2013 – January 2014). There was an etching by Tom 

Marioni titled “Drawing a Line as Far as I Can Reach.” I was immediately taken with this 

work, the line was long and dark and worked over and over. Before I learned about his 

process, the repetition seen in the print of this line was compelling. I learned how 

Marioni had made the work, drawing the line over and over, up and down and up again 

onto his plate, only as far as he could reach. This limitation set by his body was 

something I had begun to play with in my own studio practice and I have not been able to 

lose the thought of that print since seeing it in the exhibit.  

For the piece “Lengsel,” size and the limit my body could reach were very 

important factors. I went through different ideas concerning measurement: length, 

weight, years, a certain way of counting I could develop, but I eventually came to the 

idea that I wanted to create a piece that was in proportion to my longest length/reach, 

which is 89”. The movement of wrapping around my fingers was very small and intimate, 

yet it yields a much larger linked piece through the element of repetition. I am interested 

in the idea of making a movement that isn’t a tangible thing to become tangible and 

seeable, it is uncovering something that is hidden. The title “Lengsel” comes from 
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Norwegian. Lengsel is the Norwegian word for longing, and I believed that in denoting a 

reach that was the very farthest my body could reach on its own, it was important to think 

I was reaching for something I could not grasp and because I could not grasp it, it became 

a longing.  

Fathoms are a measurement that indicates a distance through the movement of the 

body. It measures the distance from the surface of the ocean to its floor. When at sea, if 

something is lost over board beyond a six-fathom depth it is said to be impossible to 

recover and lost forever. The idea of something being lost forever once beyond a certain 

measurement or measure of movement was interesting to me. To explore that amount of 

space I created a copper wire installation that measured longer than six fathoms (or thirty-

six feet). The use of wire in this intuitive weave is giving structural line to a drawing. It is 

like sunlight coming through water and rippling across the sand underneath until it can no 

longer reach a solid surface below. It is like the lines of the waves and foam rushing to 

the shore and then scattering back out into the open waters and then to the depths. And 

within the slowly tightening weave, as it leads towards the sixth fathom there are tensely 

woven pieces throughout, their circumference the measurement of my embrace.  

The floating ethereal pieces near the end of the “Beyond Six Fathoms” installation 

are created of copper wire and pigmented flax paper. These pieces indicate to me 

something that may be found beyond the sixth fathom. They are things that are lost, 

covered in time by the mysteries that reside in the depths of the ocean. They are at the 

same time visible and invisible, beautiful and haunting. I created the first one in 

proportion to myself (a full fathom) and then based the rest on whether they would fit 
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outside or inside the first one I created. Three of them hold a smaller copper part inside of 

them and three of them hang empty. I think of these as though they are part of the cycle 

they are in – some contain parts of them that remain with them for a long time beneath 

the waves, while others eventually that inner part would drift away, as all things that are 

lost do. In a corner near them is a growth of pieces that provide a tension to the hanging 

works. I see this small corner installation as a place where these things grew out of or 

decay back into, or both. 

These pieces capture the idea of the balance that is provided by beauty versus 

anxiety. From afar the pieces read as corporeal, hanging masses that are looming. Once 

approached they lose their overall form and give in to the details of what they are created 

of, beautiful, intricate, lines woven together. The glint of copper reveals itself from the 

larger flats of flax. Anxiety is perpetuated by the larger forms, which have a mystery and 

do not present a lot of information about themselves to the viewer. The beauty is 

anxiety’s counterbalance, it is more information received to understand or contemplate 

the work, which then removes some of the fear of the overall initial shape that is 

encountered.  

“Transition” is an intaglio copper etching. Three printed traditionally and three 

printed as a relief. The figure is taken from a captured shadow from the work “Echoes” 

which had a different gravity to it than the other drawings I had made of shadows for the 

work. It felt as though gravity was pulling it downward, and I wanted to further explore 

this relationship between the shadow and its surroundings. The transition of the line, 

which turns from dark to light, changes the nature of what it is. It is no longer a shadow 
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but something else: a specimen, something that holds light or glows, produces its own 

source from which light emanates.  

“Echoes” is comprised of three charcoal drawings on hand formed paper. Each 

drawn figure is traced from the shadow of the components that create the pieces in 

“Ritual of Tides.” Each figure captures that which is not itself a tangible thing, a shadow. 

Like measurement made through the movement of the human body, a shadow tells the 

viewer information about an object without actually showing us the object itself. It can 

inform as to how much light is around it, what angle that light is at, how far away the 

source of light is, and how opaque or translucent the object is. A shadow gives us all of 

this information but still does not give us a physical object, and with the capturing of the 

shadow I was trying to do that, catch the object and provide a lasting physical echo of 

what it was.  

I did not completely understand the necessity of space for these works until they 

were installed in the gallery. In the months leading up to the install I had the pieces in my 

studio. The pieces in “Ritual of Tides” completely changed once they were hung and lit. 

In the studio they had seemed haunting; they took up space rather than becoming part of 

it. In the gallery they became part of the airy space they were allowed to occupy. They 

started to drift in and out of visibility, their studio-omnipotence was gone; they had 

become ethereal and corporeal beings. The space allowed them breath and they became 

more alive. Even though to many they referenced death, they had a definite quality of 

being.  
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The connecting of the edge of “Legsel” to one of the inner woven parts within 

“Ritual of Tides” created a dialogue I had not completely entered into in my studio. I had 

planned that they would meet, but not until the woven piece spanned the grey concrete 

floor and connected them to each other was I able to see the connotations of having them 

linked. One seemed to have been birthed from another or one was something tangible 

linked to something intangible. These associations could be made because of the space 

the pieces inhabited.  

 The overlay of line and form that happened within the pieces that comprised 

“Ritual of Tides” was interesting but also this overlapping linked them with every other 

piece in the exhibit, which started a new dialogue among the works. Particularly the 

interaction with “Echoes” gave the drawings a life beyond the shadows they had been 

drawn from. The weight and difference of the lines involved: the bare copper, the flax-

dipped copper, and the drawn charcoal line had an interplay where they created shadows 

that could belong to “Ritual of Tides” or of something else even further outside the pieces 

that were imagined to be beyond six fathoms. It was necessary to have this space with 

these pieces to fully realize how they were meant to exist. 
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Figure 31 Lengsel, Knit Copper Wire, 89”x89”, 2016 
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Figure 32 Beyond Six Fathoms, Copper Wire Installation, 2016 
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Figure 33 Beyond Six Fathoms, Copper Wire Installation, 2016 
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Figure 34 Ritual of Tides, Copper Wire and Flax Installation, 2016 
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Figure 35 Ritual of Tides (detail), Copper Wire and Flax Installation, 2016 
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Figure 36 Transition, Copperplate Etching, 6”x9” (each), 2016 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37 Echoes, Charcoal Drawing on Hand Formed Paper, 24”x40” (each), 2016 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: CONCLUSION 

Throughout the work I have made for Fathoms and for other realized projects 

made during my time in the Master of Fine Arts Program at George Mason University, I 

have incorporated the idea of the motion of measurement. This began early on with the 

activity of pushing and pulling a large roller to produce monoprints, creating spaces 

through a gesture of the body with a specific tool. Later the idea was engaged with in 

“Gathering Space” through the act of knitting with my arms, thus spreading my measure 

into the space to act as something that, not unlike the ideas working within “Haruspex” 

(Elpida Hadzi-Vasileva) of something that repels and attracts. In the drawing “Float,” I 

was measuring the movement of time, and the musings that can happen in the space of a 

drawing throughout a set of days. In “Hold,” the use of the hand and its relationship to 

narrative demonstrates the measure of time with another person, and how it can be 

thought of in moments and in touch. In the creation of the space and performance 

“Fiskehjell: 54 Stones,” the space was made based on the proportions of my body, and 

related it to memory and ritual with body movements that encompassed the space. 

“Populatic” was an installation comprised of a memory that had changed over and over as 

it was remembered, but ultimately measured the difference of what is perceived after a 

long period of time about a space that was once encompassing and is now alien. “Seelen” 

combined captured moments of my body encompassed with wire with the weight of 
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history felt in a place like Berlin. “29Cu” began to use the measurement of the fathom as 

a way to denote the passing of time and the proportion of my figure, as well as the 

ideology of process. The work contained in the exhibit “Fathoms” contemplates the 

motion of measure, through the reach of longing in “Lengsel” and the size and space of 

the wall installation “Beyond the Sixth Fathom” and in the installation “Ritual of Tides”.  

Through all of the works in my thesis there is a tension between a measure that 

reaches out and a measure that is within. The word fathom is derived from a word 

meaning “to embrace.” This comes from the movement that created the measurement. 

One would bring their arms together, as if to embrace someone who is not there and them 

pull them back apart to measure the length of a fathom. Thinking about the measurement 

in this way then changes it from something that measures a depth or a distance to 

something that measures the embrace of something that is not there, a reach around the 

invisible and to the invisible, to the things that are lost beyond the sixth fathom. 

Exploration beyond this sixth fathom is not so different than an exploration 

through a swamp. The concepts I investigated throughout my thesis entwine the nature I 

grew up with and my personal history. These ideas gathered in my youth and later 

through experience and research link the awareness of my body moving through space 

and time, and how it can be marked as a measurement and examination of myself. 
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